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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Luis Ignacio Salgado .Salta Argentina ... has contributed to the dictionary with 8 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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a lo zaino de zaino
to the zaino zaino's it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Zaíno" being its meaning:<br>Zaino means traitor
in the ancient Aramaic language. Khain drift or Jain or Caín the traitor and fake son of Adam and Eve. The one that
killed his brother Abel the earthly paradise. This term came to Spain with the Arab Berber Invasion in the year 711 DC
after Christ and be Españolizó agrendole La Vocal " Or " to form the term masculine Khain or equal to Khaino or Kjaino
or Zaino and the female Zaina Khaina is added the letter or suffix " TO " in Aramaic and Arabic is pronounced Jhain
traitor or bad person, false, hypocritical and unfair and are used to describe the Color of hair or fur Brown and dark
brown, without white markings. ANTONYM. Well, Leal and colors or clear coats of horses... Ignacio Salgado.Salta
Autor.Luis - Argentina...

pangua u
Panguau means bread false is the Union of the word Guarani GUA '' U or GAU that means false or APOCRYPHAL in
GUARANI term CASTIZO bread or PANIS in Latin that means bread of table ( Food-based wheat Arina made in house
).  Note: It is the antonym of the term origin Delcarmen Guarani " Panguarete which means true bread or bread of true
40 origin; Guide Ete = true in language Guarrani and is abbreviated PANGARE and used to be called the coat of a
horse's Color of fur Similar to the Color of the table bread: " Bayo, toasted Gateado etc.   ( As the bread and also Similar
to the Color of the deer or range ) Or of Color and tone faded Bayo Dorado with areas in the Ventral area, armpits and
34 white snout; called snout of Mule ".  Author: Luis Ignacio Salgado Salta Argentina...


